British Gymnastics medal success in 2018

Artistic gymnastics

World Championships, Doha QAT
Max Whitlock - pommel silver

European Championships, May, Glasgow SCO
Dom Cunningham - floor gold
Courtney Tulloch - rings bronze
Dom Cunningham, James Hall, Max Whitlock, Courtney Tulloch, Joe Fraser - team silver
Amelie Morgan, Halle Hilton, Annie Young, Ondine Achampong and Phoebe Jakubczyk - junior team bronze
Amelie Morgan, all-around silver, beam silver, floor bronze, vault bronze
Jake Jarman, Pavel Karnjenko, Jamie Lewis, Donnell Osbourne and Adam Tobin - junior team silver
Jamie Lewis - floor gold, all-around silver, pommel silver, rings bronze
Jake Jarman - vault silver

Commonwealth Games, Gold Coast, AUS
Nile Wilson, Max Whitlock MBE, Courtney Tulloch, James Hall and Dominick Cunningham - team gold (England)
Hamish Carter, Frank Baines, David Weir and Dan Purvis - team bronze (Scotland)
Kelly Simm, Taeja James, Alice Kinsella, Georgia-Mae Fenton and Lucy Stanhope - team silver (England)
Nile Wilson - all-around gold (England)
James Hall - all-around silver (England)
Alice Kinsella - all-around bronze (England)
Rhys McClenaghan - pommel gold (N. Ireland)
Max Whitlock - pommel silver (England)
Courtney Tulloch - rings gold (England)
Nile Wilson - rings silver (England)
Georgia-Mae Fenton - bars gold (England)
Dan Purvis - floor bronze (Scotland)
Alice Kinsella - beam gold (England)
Kelly Simm - beam bronze (England)
Nile Wilson - high bar gold (England)
James Hall - high bar silver (England)
Latalia Bevan - floor silver (Wales)
Courtney Tulloch - vault silver (England)
Dom Cunningham - vault bronze (England)

Youth Olympic Games, Buenos Aires ARG
Amelie Morgan - all-around silver, floor silver, beam bronze

World Cup USA
James Hall - all-around silver

World Cup, Birmingham
James Hall - all-around bronze

Trampoline, tumbling and DMT

World Championships, St Petersburg, RUS
Shanice Davidson - tumbling silver
Elliott Browne - tumbling silver

World Age Group Championships, St Petersburg, RUS
Jaydon Paddock - tumbling gold 17-21
Megan Surman - tumbling gold 17-21
Aimee Antonius - tumbling bronze 17-21
Jack Leahy - tumbling gold 15-16
Jade Evans - tumbling silver 13-14
Mason Tudgay - tumbling gold 11-12
Bailey Forbes - tumbling silver 11-12
Louise Brownsey - trampoline gold 17-21
Scarlett Fletcher - DMT gold 11-12
Kieron Harrison - DMT silver 11-12

European Championships, Baku, AZE
Kat Driscoll- trampoline bronze
Lucie Colebeck - tumbling gold
Megan Kealy - tumbling silver
Kirsty Way - DMT gold

Juniors
Andrew Stamp, Corey Walkes, Peter Buravitskiy and Zak Perzamanos - junior trampoline team silver
Jessica Brain, Kaitlin Lafferty, Saskia Servini and Aimee Antonius - junior tumbling team gold
Jaydon Paddock, William Cowen, William Finn and Jack Leahy - junior tumbling team gold
Corey Walkes - trampoline silver
Andrew Stamp- trampoline bronze
Jaydon Paddock - tumbling gold
Jessica Brain - tumbling silver
Kaitlin Lafferty - tumbling bronze
Ryan Devine - DMT gold

Youth Olympic Games Buenos Aires ARG
Andrew Stamp- trampoline silver

World Cup Arosa SUI
Bryony Page- trampoline bronze

World Cup Loule POR
Elliott Browne – tumbling silver
Megan Kealy – tumbling silver
Kristof Willerton – tumbling bronze
Laura Gallagher - trampoline bronze

Acrobatic gymnastics

World Championships April, Antwerp BEL
Charlie Tate and Adam Upcott - all-around bronze
Juniors:
Stephanie Ricketts and Toula Raftopoulou - all-around silver
Frazer Windows and Finley Gray - all-around bronze
Finlay Cochrane and Kirsten Owen - all-around bronze
Age Group 12-18:
Sam Large and Sammi Nassman - gold
Jordan Franklin and Ella Hanna Sanz - gold
Zoe Schubert and Francesca Turner - women’s pair - silver
Max Crawford, Daniel Axford, Jacob Robinson, Cameron Patrick - Lothian - silver
Age Group 11-16
Archie Goonesekera and Andrew Morris-Hunt - bronze
Sasha Carpenter and Poppy Yates - gold
Cheri-May Cunningham and Joseph Hill - gold
Jack Clegg, Bradley Gold, Jake Turner, Harry Watson - bronze
Molly Berry, Sumaiya Hines, Trudie Roper - gold

Rhythmic gymnastics

Commonwealth Games, Gold Coast, AUS
Laura Halford - hoop silver (Wales)

Aerobic Gymnastics

World age-group championships, Guimarães, POR
Lola Lawrence, Bella Styles, Molly Brown, Nancy Law and Seren Jones - AG1 silver
World Cup senior
Rene Augier, Niamh Keane, Kate Donnelly – trio bronze

National development 10-12
Jasmine Dight – individual silver

Group 1 12-14
Lola Lawrence – individual bronze

Molly Brown, Seren Jones, Katie Ferris, Lola Lawrence, Nancy Law – group bronze